
6 New York Tax Reform Decisions to Make in 2015

by Leah Robinson and Marc A. Simonetti

New York’s corporate tax reform includes sweeping
changes affecting nearly every aspect of its corporation
franchise tax. Although some taxpayers won’t feel the brunt
of the changes until filing their 2015 tax returns in 2016,
there are six decisions that should be made now. This article
does not address imminent decisions required for New York
City, because the city’s tax reform has not been finalized.
However, the decisions discussed here will likely be required
for the city, particularly if its tax reform is retroactively
effective on January 1, 2015.

I. New to New York Taxation?

Even first-time taxpayers should be prepared to make
estimated tax payments on or before June 15, 2015 (for
calendar-year taxpayers). There is no statutory safe harbor
relief for a new taxpayer’s missed or late payments.

Under the tax reform, many companies will become
taxable in New York for the first time — some because of the
adoption of economic presence nexus or because of the
elimination of the fulfillment center exemption. Whatever

the reason, new taxpayers should be aware that estimated tax
payments are generally due on or before June 15, 2015 (for
calendar-year taxpayers).1

New York imposes a penalty for failing to make estimated
tax payments that is computed based on underpayment
interest rates in effect for the late period. While there are a
few safe harbors that would allow abatement of the penalty
for some late-filed estimated tax payments, none of the safe
harbors provides protection specific to new filers. Therefore,
it is important to mark your calendar for estimated tax
payment due dates. Also, if you will be making your esti-
mated tax payments electronically, ensuring that your com-
pany is registered for electronic filing ahead of time is
advisable.

II. Considerations for Groups
Groups of corporations — including unitary groups —

should consider the pros and cons of the election to file a
combined franchise tax return including all eligible com-
monly owned corporations. The new law provides two
avenues for filing returns on a combined basis:

• a taxpayer is required to file a combined report includ-
ing all eligible commonly owned unitary corporations;
and

• a taxpayer may elect to include all eligible commonly
owned corporations (including nonunitary ones) in a
combined report (the ‘‘common ownership elec-
tion’’).2

Even taxpayers that believe their group is required to file
on a unitary combined filing basis may want to consider

1For ease of discussion, this article contemplates a calendar-year
taxpayer. Any dates mentioned would likely change for fiscal year-end
corporations.

2The election to include all eligible corporations in the combined
group must be made on an originally filed return and is binding on the
group for seven tax years. The election is automatically renewed for
another seven years, unless the group affirmatively revokes the election.
If renewal of the election is revoked, the group is prohibited from
making the election again during the subsequent three tax years. The
election requires the inclusion of all eligible nonunitary corporations,
so a group cannot cherry-pick whom to include and whom to exclude,
and any eligible entities acquired by the group while the election is in
effect are required to be included. Given the long-term commitment,
appropriate revenue forecasting should be completed before making
the election.
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making the common ownership election, because the elec-
tion must be made on an originally filed return. Imagine this
scenario: Taxpayer files its 2015 return on a combined basis
without making the common ownership election and in-
cludes all commonly owned entities on the assumption that
the entire group is engaged in a unitary enterprise. During
an audit several years later, the state audit team successfully
asserts that some of the entities (such as those with losses or
low New York apportionment) were not actually engaged in
the unitary enterprise. The taxpayer will likely be barred
from making the common ownership election at that point
because the election must be made on an originally filed
return. On the other hand, if the taxpayer makes the elec-
tion on its originally filed 2015 return, the department
cannot challenge the tax impact of having made the com-
mon ownership election (assuming the ownership and con-
trol requirements were satisfied).

Thus, if there is a reasonable chance that the New York
Department of Taxation and Finance may challenge the
unitary nature of a group’s activities — a relatively common
audit challenge under old law3 — the election should be
considered now.4 Then again, maybe your company should
not make the election.

Then again, maybe your company
should not make the common
ownership election.

One of the most significant — but underappreciated —
changes of the tax reform is the addition of this sentence:
‘‘When income or gain from a debt obligation or other
security cannot be apportioned to the state using the busi-
ness allocation percentage as a result of United States con-
stitutional principles, the debt obligation or other security
will be included in investment capital.’’5 So what does that
mean? It means that the concept of ‘‘nonbusiness income’’
has arrived in New York. The gain on the sale of stock in a
nonunitary corporation may be exempt from New York
taxation altogether. Similarly, gain on the sale of other
nonunitary assets would receive similar treatment.

The U.S. Supreme Court has determined that gain from
the sale of interests in a nonunitary asset is generally not

apportionable using the seller’s contacts with the state.6
However, New York’s prior law provided a unique approach
that caused that gain to be apportioned using the asset’s
contacts with the state. Specifically, under the prior tax law,
all income fell into one of three taxable categories: income
from subsidiary capital, income from investment capital,
and the remainder, which was business income. Investment
income was apportioned based on an investment allocation
percentage, and business income was apportioned based on
a business allocation percentage. Gain on the sale of stock in
a nonunitary corporation would have been treated as invest-
ment income, and apportioned and taxed accordingly re-
gardless of whether it was unitary. The Department of
Taxation and Finance justified that result because New
York’s unique income classification approach resulted in the
gain being apportioned based on the underlying asset’s
contacts with New York.7 New York’s approach was ac-
knowledged by the Supreme Court without critique in a
recent nonbusiness income decision.8

Under the new tax law, the definition of investment
capital (which generates investment income) has been nar-
rowed to include only some securities in nonunitary corpo-
rations held for at least six months.9 The income generated
by that kind of asset is exempt from taxation. In other
words, if you have a massive gain on the sale of stock in a
nonunitary corporation (say, $100 million of gain), that
gain would be considered income from investment capital
and would be exempt from New York taxation (regardless of
whether the assert had its own New York contacts).

Unless, however, you make the common ownership elec-
tion. The definition of investment capital excludes securities
in corporations in a combined report based on the common
ownership election.10 Thus, by making the election to in-
clude nonunitary corporations in your combined group,
gain from the sale of stock in those corporations would no
longer qualify as investment capital; that gain would be-
come business income, subject to apportionment and tax.

Of course, by treating that gain as business income, it
would be apportioned based on the seller’s contacts with
New York. In many cases, that will create precisely the
situation the U.S. Supreme Court disallowed in Allied-
Signal, because the special treatment under New York’s old
law (apportionment based on the asset’s own contacts)
would no longer apply and would not save New York’s

3See, e.g., Matter of Heidelberg, DTA Nos. 806890, 807829 (N.Y.
Tax App. Trib. 1994) (addressing the unitary business principle in
1994), and Matter of Sungard Capital Corp., DTA No. 823631 (Div.
Tax App. 2014) (addressing the unitary business principle in 2014).

4Of course, because the election is binding for seven years, appro-
priate revenue forecasting and modeling should be considered.

5N.Y. Tax Law section 208.5(e) (2014). Note that a bill containing
technical corrections to the 2014 tax reform legislation is pending.
This provision would be slightly altered by the technical corrections
but not in a manner relevant here.

6Allied-Signal Inc. v. Dir., Div. of Taxation, 504 U.S. 768 (1992)
(determining New Jersey was not entitled to tax the gain on the sale of
a nonunitary asset under the facts of the case).

7See Matter of Allied-Signal Inc. v. Comm’r of Fin., 588 N.E.2d 731
(N.Y. 1991); see also Matter of Shell Gas Gathering Corp. #2, DTA No.
821569, 821570 (Div. Tax App. 2009).

8MeadWestvaco Corp. v. Ill. Dep’t of Revenue, 553 U.S. 16, 31
(2008).

9The pending budget legislation would further restrict this defini-
tion.

10N.Y. Tax Law section 208.5.
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approach. Would that then trigger the provision in section
208.5(e), which requires that income that cannot be appor-
tioned to New York as a result of constitutional principles be
treated as income from investment capital and be exempt
from taxation?

Perhaps, but then there appears to be a conflict between
section 208.5(e), which indicates that nonbusiness income
should be treated as investment income, and section
208.5(a), which indicates that gain from the sale of an entity
included in a combined group pursuant to the common
ownership election corporation cannot be treated as invest-
ment income. The determination of which controls may
turn on whether section 208.5(a) creates an ‘‘unconstitu-
tional condition’’ for making the common ownership elec-
tion. In other words, to receive the benefit of filing a
combined report, one must forfeit its right to fair apportion-
ment.

Some would argue that a person can forfeit its constitu-
tional rights in exchange for some benefit. Here, that would
mean that a taxpayer can give up its right to fair apportion-
ment in exchange for the benefit of filing a combined return
including nonunitary corporations. On the other hand,
others would argue that the government can require the
forfeiture of a constitutional right in exchange for a benefit
only in very limited cases, such as those in which there is a
connection between the forfeited right and the received
benefit and when the right and benefit are approximately
equal.11 Under that approach, it is unclear whether a suffi-
cient connection exists here.

It will likely take litigation to reach a final answer as to
which provision controls. In the meantime, taxpayers
should consider the likelihood of a significant disposition of
a nonunitary asset before making the common ownership
election, particularly since the election is irrevocable for
seven years.

III. Apportionment Planning
Taxpayers should determine — and document — how

they will administer the new due diligence requirements
regarding apportionment hierarchies. The new apportion-
ment provisions employ a market-based approach for sourc-
ing receipts. The new rules are some of the most detailed
rules in the country, describing more than 30 goods and
services and providing a rule for each. There is also a catchall
for receipts from services and ‘‘other business receipts’’ not
described elsewhere.

Within some receipt categories, there are hierarchies for
sourcing the receipts. For example, to source receipts from
digital products (for example, electronically available games,
computer software, audio works, and books), the taxpayer
must first look to the ‘‘location of primary use’’ and then to

the location where the digital product ‘‘is received by the
customer.’’ If neither is known, the taxpayer is to use its
apportionment fraction for receipts from sales of digital
products used for the preceding year.12 If that is not known,
the apportionment fraction must be computed using only
those receipts for which the first or second approaches in
this paragraph could be applied.

Similarly, the rules for determining a customer’s com-
mercial domicile for purposes of sourcing receipts from
some financial transactions contain a hierarchy.13 First, the
receipts are to be sourced to where customers’ treasury
functions are located.14 If that is not known, the receipts are
assigned to the location of customers’ seats of management
and control. If that is not known, the receipts are assigned to
customers’ billing addresses.

Of course, a taxpayer cannot simply pick its preferred
rule within a hierarchy and claim that it was unable to apply
the earlier rules. The tax law requires a taxpayer to ‘‘exercise
due diligence under each method described in [the hierar-
chy] before rejecting it and proceeding to the next method
in the hierarchy.’’15 Further, the taxpayer ‘‘must base its
determination on information known to the taxpayer or
information that would be known to the taxpayer upon
reasonable inquiry.’’16

Let’s say that a taxpayer has receipts from ‘‘qualified
financial instruments,’’ corporate bonds, or from providing
services to investment companies. Each of those would be
assigned based on the customers’ commercial domiciles,
which in turn is based on treasury function location, seat of
management location, or billing address (in that order).17

Assume that a customer has its headquarters and some
operations — including treasury — in New York but has its
accounts payable functions and other back office functions
(therefore its billing address) across the river in Jersey City,
New Jersey. Using either of the first two levels of the hierar-
chy would result in the receipts being assigned to New York
(increasing the taxpayer’s business income tax), whereas
using the third level (billing address) would result in the
receipts being assigned outside New York (decreasing the
taxpayer’s business income tax). Let’s also assume that the
taxpayer does not have knowledge of the locations of that
customer’s treasury function or seat of management but
does have the billing address in its files. The taxpayer would
prefer to use the third method because it already has that

11For a discussion of ‘‘unconstitutional conditions,’’ see, e.g., Nol-
lan v. Cal. Coastal Comm’n, 483 U.S. 825 (1987); Dolan v. City of
Tigard, 512 U.S. 374 (1994).

12This appears to allow a taxpayer to continue using costs of
performance for services or ‘‘where earned’’ for ‘‘other business re-
ceipts’’ under the pre-2014 law before New York adopted market-based
sourcing.

13N.Y. Tax Law section 210-A.5(e).
14The pending budget legislation that would eliminate use of the

location of a customer’s treasury function.
15See, e.g., N.Y. Tax Law section 210-A.4(a); 210-A.4(b); 210-

A.5(e); 210-A.10.
16Id.
17Id.
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information and it results in favorable apportionment. But
it cannot just use that approach. It must first ‘‘exercise due
diligence’’ to determine where the treasury function and the
seat of management are located.

Due diligence is not expressly defined in the tax law. The
requirement mandates that a taxpayer base its decision on
what it actually knows or could have been known from a
‘‘reasonable inquiry.’’ So let’s assume that performing a
reasonable inquiry satisfies the requirement to exercise due
diligence. But what is a reasonable inquiry? Is an Internet-
based search enough to count as a reasonable inquiry? Are
taxpayers expected to actually ask their customers where
those functions are located? Does a seller have to repeat the
reasonable inquiry throughout the year in case customers
have moved their operations? What if the seller has thou-
sands of customers?

A seller could actually survey each of its customers to
obtain that information. If so, the seller certainly exercised
due diligence and should be able to rely on the responses. In
fact, if a seller has only a small number of customers and
chooses to employ some other method of inquiry, it should
be prepared to explain to an auditor why it did not survey
them directly. While the tax law does not explicitly require a
customer survey, the burden will likely be on the seller to
demonstrate that not doing so was reasonable.

But some customers may not respond positively to such
inquiries, and some taxpayers may not want to obtain and
keep that information because of data security concerns. In
that case, searching various databases or the Internet may
appear to be a reasonable inquiry. But many searches will
reveal only headquarters’ locations and then may only reveal
the location of the headquarters of a corporate parent — not
for the actual entity that is the customer.

What constitutes a reasonable inquiry should vary by
taxpayer. After all, if only one approach were acceptable, the
State Legislature would have specified that approach in the
law. Thus, the first important apportionment decision to
make now is to determine how your company will exercise
due diligence. After all, you are not required to know the
location of the treasury or management functions for all of
your thousands of customers. But you may be required to
show an auditor that you made a reasonable attempt to
obtain that information. Consequently, the second impor-
tant apportionment decision is to determine how to docu-
ment your reasonable inquiry efforts and maintain that kind
of record in your files.

The timeliness of those determinations is particularly
relevant for taxpayers with receipts from qualified financial
instruments and that are eligible to make the election dis-
cussed in the next section. Those taxpayers should deter-
mine the apportionment result of the standard rules as early
as possible to gauge the value of the fixed percentage option
(discussed below).

IV. The QFI Election

Taxpayers with receipts from qualified financial instru-
ments must decide whether they prefer to source 8 percent
of that income to New York or to use standard apportion-
ment rules. Instead of applying the aforementioned rules
regarding assigning specific financial instrument receipts
based on customers’ commercial domiciles, taxpayers can
make an irrevocable election to source 8 percent18 of that
income (on a net basis) to New York. A qualified financial
instrument is a financial instrument that is marked to
market (that is, carried on one’s books at fair market value
instead of at historic purchase price) under IRC sections 475
or 1256 does not include loans secured by real property.19

Obviously, that election will be desirable for a taxpayer
that would otherwise source more than 8 percent of that
income to New York based on the standard rules.

This election must be made on an original, timely filed
return for each year. Unlike some other elections, this is an
annual election — so while it is irrevocable for a year once
made, the decision to use 8 percent or standard rules must
be made each year.

V. Decisions Under a New NOL Category

A new category of net operating losses means that tax-
payers with NOL carryforwards remaining on December
31, 2014, must make two decisions before filing their 2015
returns: first, whether to elect to use the prior-year NOL
carryforwards (as computed under the new law) over two
years or over 20; second, whether a related nonunitary
corporation’s prior-year NOL carryforwards should be used
by the taxpayer’s combined group (by making the common
ownership election for combined reporting, discussed
above).

In a drastic overhaul under the new tax law, NOLs will
now be computed, used, and carried on a post-
apportionment basis, instead of on the pre-apportionment
basis of prior law.20 As a result, there are now two categories
of NOL deduction: the NOL deduction (and carryforward)
for new losses generating on or after January 1, 2015; and a
deduction for any NOL carryforwards remaining on De-
cember 31, 2014 (for calendar-year taxpayers) (the ‘‘prior
year NOL conversion subtraction’’).

18Eight percent represents New York state’s GDP relative to the rest
of the United States’ total GDP.

19The pending technical corrections define qualified financial in-
struments as though that are ‘‘eligible’’ to be marked to market,
regardless of whether actually marked.

20NOLs computed on a pre-apportionment basis emphasize the
taxpayer’s contacts with New York in the year the NOLs are used,
whereas NOLs computed on a post-apportionment basis emphasize
the taxpayer’s contacts with New York in the year the NOLs are
generated.
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A. 2 Years or 20? Conversion Subtraction
The prior-year NOL conversion subtraction is computed

by converting all NOL carryforwards remaining on Decem-
ber 31, 2014, using a formula provided in the new tax law.21

Taxpayers with prior-year NOL carryforwards must de-
cide whether to use up to half of the converted NOL
carryforwards — called the prior-year NOL conversion
pool (PYNOL pool) — during 2015 and 2016 (and forfeit
any unused portions) or to use up to one-tenth of the
PYNOL pool22 (plus any amount available in a prior year)
over the default period of up to 20 years. The election to use
up to half in each 2015 and 2016 must be made on a timely
filed original return and cannot be revoked. However, be-
cause any portion that is not used in 2015 or 2016 is
forfeited, appropriate revenue forecasting should be consid-
ered.

B. The PYNOL Pool and Nonunitary Affiliates
When computing the PYNOL pool for a combined

group, all corporations that were in the combined group for
2014 and that are in the combined group for 2015 calculate
the PYNOL pool on a combined basis and then are able to
use and carry it on a combined basis.

But what if there are substantial NOL carryforwards
trapped in a related nonunitary corporation with no income
in sight? The losses of the New York taxpayer corporations
can be used by the combined group by making the common
ownership election, discussed above. Each former group of
corporations (or separate filers) computes its own PYNOL
pool based on its 2014 details. But then all the separate
pools are added together and can be used by the new (2015)
group (which can now include the nonunitary corpora-
tions). In other words, the common ownership election can
be used to bring old NOLs that were trapped in separate
filers into the combined group.

While a taxpayer can make the common ownership
election in a subsequent tax year (so long as it is on an
originally filed return for that subsequent year), taxpayers
should consider the election along with the separate election
to use PYNOL pools over two years instead of 20, because
the two-year election is only available for 2015 and 2016.

VI. Considerations for Qualified Manufacturers
Taxpayers that meet the ‘‘qualified New York manufac-

turer’’ definition should consider whether the benefits of
qualifying outweigh losing all NOL carryovers remaining
on December 31, 2014. The tax law contains excellent
benefits for ‘‘qualified New York manufacturers,’’ basically
limiting such taxpayers’ total franchise tax liability to no
more than $350,000 in capital base tax plus any applicable

Metropolitan Transit Authority surcharge.23 At first glance,
it’s a no-brainer that any corporation that can qualify for
that treatment would want to take advantage of it. But
manufacturers that expect to have substantial NOL carry-
forwards remaining on December 31, 2014, might find that
the incentive leaves them worse off than without it.

As discussed, taxpayers with NOL carryforwards remain-
ing on December 31, 2014, are entitled to convert the
carryforwards into the PYNOL pool that may be used over
a two-year period (via a timely, binding election) or over a
20-year period. Here’s where it gets tricky for qualified
manufacturers: The first step in the conversion formula
requires the taxpayer to multiply the NOL carryforward as
of December 31, 2014, by its 2014 tax rate; the product is
then multiplied to determine the PYNOL pool. However,
for qualified manufacturers, the 2014 tax rate is 0 percent
and, as a mathematical consequence, qualified manufactur-
ers will have no PYNOL pool to use in future years.Thus, by
virtue of qualifying for the manufacturer incentive, a tax-
payer loses all NOL carryforwards remaining on December
31, 2014.24

That result would not be a big deal if a manufacturer were
guaranteed the 0 percent tax rate and other benefits
throughout the period the PYNOL pool could have been
used. But a corporation must meet the requirements for
qualified manufacturing each year, and it is possible that a
corporation could meet the requirements in 2014 (and have
a 0 percent rate for NOL conversion purposes) but not in a
subsequent year. As a result, corporations with significant
NOL carryforwards on December 31, 2014, may want to
analyze the true value of being a qualified manufacturer.
After all, a corporation in a loss position may not need the 0
percent tax rate or the reduced capital base cap and may
increase its value (for example, as an acquisition target) by
preserving its PYNOL pool.

Treatment as a qualified manufacturer does not appear to
be elective, although there may be room to argue otherwise.
As a result, taxpayers with substantial NOL carryforwards
should carefully analyze the qualification requirements to
determine whether they fall within the definition — or
perhaps land outside it.

In fact, a corporation with an NOL carryforward remain-
ing on December 31, 2014, would likely not have any tax
due on the income base in 2014 anyway, and may not be
significantly affected by having failed to qualify in 2014.
Further, requiring a corporation to forgo a prior-year NOL
conversion subtraction — even though it may not qualify as
a qualified manufacturer in each year during which the

21See N.Y. Tax Law section 210.1(a)(viii), (ix).
22In addition to using one-tenth of the PYNOL pool each year, a

taxpayer may use any portion of a prior year’s one-tenth that was not
used.

23Qualification as a qualified New York manufacturer will be
discussed in a subsequent In a New York Minute column.

24The Department of Taxation and Finance has confirmed this
result on the frequently asked questions section of its website.
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conversion could be used — would be a penalty quite
contrary to the incentive designed to encourage New York
manufacturing.

Whether elective or not, corporations should analyze the
impact of qualification — including the likelihood of main-
taining qualification in future years — before filing returns
reflecting qualified manufacturer status. While the tax law
does not require that qualified manufacturer status be re-
flected on an original return, the status claimed for 2014 will
affect the computation of the PYNOL pool applicable for all
future years.

VII. Closing Comments

The tax reform touched nearly every aspect of New
York’s franchise tax. Even though it will take a few years to
truly internalize the new law, we hope this article helps
readers analyze six decisions to make right away. ✰
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